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Science & Technology Dictionary - Online Dictionary - Babylon Define technology: the use of science in industry,
engineering, etc., to invent useful Join Us On. An Encyclopædia Britannica Company. Dictionary. Thesaurus.
Webopedia: Online Tech Dictionary for IT Professionals Techopedia – IT Dictionary for Computer Terms and Tech
Definitions Definition of technology - Merriam-Webster's Student Dictionary Define technology and get synonyms.
What is technology? technology meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. Dictionary of Technical
English Free Online Engineering Dictionary Technical terms defined and explained in plain English. Technology
Synonyms, Technology Antonyms Thesaurus.com More than just a glossary, our dictionary of information
technology covers everything from the basics of hardware and software to cloud computing and ERP. Technology
Definition of technology by Merriam-Webster Main Entry: tech·nol·o·gy. Pronunciation: tek- primarystress nälschwa -j emacron. Function: noun. Inflected Form(s): plural -gies 1 : the use of science in solving Computer &
Tech Dictionary - the high tech online dictionary with thousands of computer and technology words, text
messaging, IM, chat, SMS, abbreviations, . technology definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary This is a
world of Computers and Technology and computer industry likes to use acronym and abbreviations. Partly because
a lot of new things are being technology - Definition from Longman English Dictionary Online Computer Glossary,
Computer Terms - Technology Definitions and Cheat Sheets from WhatIs.com - The Tech Dictionary and IT
Encyclopedia What is technology? definition and meaning - BusinessDictionary.com Definition of technology noun
in Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences, grammar, usage
notes, synonyms Net Technology - NetLingo The Internet Dictionary: Online Jargon . technology definition,
meaning, what is technology: (the study and knowledge of) the practical, especially industrial, use of scientific….
Learn more. technology noun - Oxford Learner's Dictionaries See definition in Oxford Advanced Learner's
Dictionary . especially in industry: advances in computer technology [ count noun ] : recycling technologies. The
Tech Terms Computer Dictionary contains over 1200 technical terms with easy-to-understand definitions.
Technology Define Technology at Dictionary.com Long considered the essential reference for readers of German
scientific and technical literature and for translators, Volume II of Ernst has again been . IT Terminology / Dictionary
- More than 1000 acronym, abbreviations . Synonyms for technology at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus,
antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. ?Dictionary of Technological Terms Dictionary of
Technological Terms. This dictionary is the product of a collaborative effort of the students and other participants of
this course. To submit your entry technology - Oxford Dictionaries Webopedia is an online dictionary and Internet
search engine for information technology and computing definitions. Voted Best Technology Website. The Tech
Terms Computer Dictionary HomeNess Visual Dictionary of Dental Technology . The online dental dictionary is fully
searchable, and contains links to any other dental terms used in a Urban Dictionary: technology Definition of
technology written for English Language Learners from the Merriam-Webster Learner's Dictionary with audio
pronunciations, usage examples, and . technology Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary ?Computers and
the internet are examples of technology. Licensed from iStockPhoto. noun. The definition of technology is science
or knowledge put into practical The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Mathematics (5 ed.) this A–Z reference work
provides jargon-free definitions for even the most technical mathematical terms. Technology - definition of
technology by The Free Dictionary the branch of knowledge that deals with the creation and use of technical
means and their interrelation with life, society, and the environment, drawing upon . Technology Merriam-Webster's Learner's Dictionary During the 20th century, humanity demonstrated that it had achieved the
technology to leave its home planet's atmosphere, land on and explore its moon, and . Dictionary of Engineering
and Technology: Volume II:English . Dictionary of Technical English. This is an ideal reference for those dealing
with scientific texts. Find the definition of technical terms explained clearly and Ness Visual Dictionary of Dental
Technology – PTC Dental Definition of technology from the Longman Online Dictionary of Contemporary English.
The Longman English Dictionary provides support and resources for Gartner IT Glossary a. The application of
science, especially to industrial or commercial objectives. b. The scientific method and material used to achieve a
commercial or industrial Science and technology - Oxford Reference Online Dictionary · The Largest List of Text &
Chat Acronyms ; Smileys :-) · Home » · a · b · c · d · e · f · g · h · i · j · k . Category: Net Technology. Print this page
Computer Glossary, Computer Terms - Technology Definitions and . IT Terms, IT Dictionary & IT Definitions. IT
Glossary is your trusted guide to exploring technology terms and definitions, from the world's leading IT research
and Dictionary of Technical Terms - The Tech Terms Computer Dictionary Definition of “technology” Collins
English Dictionary Definition of technology: The purposeful application of information in the design, production, and
utilization of goods and services, and in the organization of . Computer & Tech Dictionary - the high-tech computer
dictionary Free Science & Technology dictionary by Babylon. Get definitions from Babylon's extensive collection of
online Science & Technology dictionaries, glossaries Technology dictionary definition technology defined YourDictionary Definition of “technology” The official Collins English Dictionary online. Comprehensive and
authoritative, rely on Collins for up-to-date English with insights into

